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C R I T I C A L FOCUS
Brian J. Ford

Forgotten Women Who Lit the Way
From coronaviruses and genetics to microbiology and botany, the contributions to science
by female microscopists have been significant, though were often met with bias and apathy.
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Dorothy Hamre of the University of Chicago also studied viruses and
respiratory disease and sent her specimens to London for June Almeida
to photograph. Hamre was the first scientist to publish the name
“coronavirus” in a scientific journal.

on this new virus was published in the British Medical
Journal in 1965 (doi.org/10.1136/bmj.1.5448.1467). He
reported the experiments that had been carried out:
“The infectivity of B814 can pass a bacteria-tight filter,
is inactivated by ether, and can induce colds in volunteers … [this] is a virus, not a mycoplasma, and it is
not an adenovirus, enterovirus, or rhinovirus because
it is ether-labile,” from which it was obvious that the
virion had a lipid coat. Tyrrell’s paper concluded: “After considerable initial doubts we now believe that the
B814 strain is a virus virtually unrelated to any other
known virus of the human respiratory tract.”
There was just one problem: he couldn’t see it.
Discrete viruses are often hard to spot under the electron microscope, so June Almeida tried using antibodies to aggregate the virus particles. This is the technique we now call immune electron microscopy, and
she then developed negative staining using H3PW12O40
phosphotungstic acid (PTA), to visualize the virions.
Her groundbreaking paper “A Classification of Virus
Particles Based on Morphology” was published in the
Canadian Medical Association Journal in October 1963.
In 1966, Tyrrell gave her some samples containing
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B814, and she was eventually able to demonstrate the
viruses as pleomorphic and similar in size to the Orthomyxoviridae, a family which included the influenza
viruses. This wasn’t the first time she had seen viruses
like this. She had recorded them in cases of infectious
bronchitis of poultry, a serious disease of hatchlings
with mortality up to 90% and signs including listlessness and gasping for breath. Almeida had been unable
to publish her discovery of the new virus: the referees
rejected her submission, saying that her observations
were of the well-known influenza virus, the unusual
appearance in her scanning electron micrographs being the result of poor techniques of preparation. But
in Tyrrell’s specimens she observed the same appearance, virions measuring about 800 × 1,200 Ångströms
(1 Å = 10 –8 cm). Each was surrounded by a characteristic fringe, like the sun’s corona, so Tyrell called them
coronaviruses. In 1967, Almeida published the first
micrographs of a coronavirus in a paper for the Journal of General Virology (doi.org/10.1099/0022-1317-1-2175). She went on to pioneer electron microscopy as
a diagnostic tool for rubella, hepatitis, and later, HIV.
This elusive pathogen was being independently
studied in America by Dorothy Hamre at the Department of Medicine of the University of Chicago. She
had published one of the earliest papers on penicillin
in 1943 and, in the winter of 1962, she was studying
viruses obtained from nasal washings of medical students. It had been assumed they were myxoviruses,
but they had proved to be antigenically unique. In a paper she wrote with fellow virologist John J. Procknow,
“A New Virus Isolated from the Human Respiratory
Tract,” for the Proceedings of the Society of Experimental
Biology and Medicine, in 1966, Hamre described this as
a new virus “possibly associated with mild upper respiratory illnesses of man” (doi.org/10.3181/00379727121-30734). Their sample had been designated as virus
229E, and it was sent to London for the viruses to be
successfully imaged by Almeida.
In 1972, Hamre published a notable paper with
Marc Beem, “Virologic Studies of Acute Respiratory
Disease in Young Adults: V. Coronavirus 229E Infections During Six Years of Surveillance,” in the American
Journal of Epidemiology (doi.org/10.1093/oxfordjournals.
aje.a121445). Hamre used the term we know today,
though it was not until 1975 that the new type of virus was formally named. A committee of virologists
including Tyrrell and Almeida proposed formally to
group together “a number of recently recognized viruses under the heading of coronaviruses” though
Hamre, who had been the first to publish the name,
was not mentioned. So two of the virologists who gave
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us knowledge of this now world-renowned pandemic
pathogen were women. Neither has been given the
credit that is their due, and one has virtually been written out of history.
That was at the beginning of the coronavirus
saga, and women have been prominent in its presentday resurgence. The first fully tested vaccine against
Covid-19 was developed in Germany by Özlem Türeci
(her mother was also a biologist) with her husband
Ugur Sahin, both Muslims from Turkish families. The
world’s first-ever vaccine against the SARS-CoV-2
virus was the CanSino vaccine released on June 24,
2020, in China; it had limited military uses. Then came
Russia’s cheekily named Sputnik V vaccine on Aug.
11, 2020 (also called Gam-COVID-Vac) developed at
the Gamaleya National Research Centre for Epidemiology and Microbiology in Moscow and derived
from their experience at developing a vaccine for the
Ebola virus. The Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine developed
by Türeci and Sahin was the first to be fully tested and
approved in the West by the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency in Britain on Dec. 2,
2020, and then by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration nine days later.
Meanwhile, the Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine was
taking shape; it was the brainchild of Sarah Gilbert,
mother of triplets and head of the Jenner Institute at
the University of Oxford, working with Cath Green,
who heads the facility that makes vaccines. The university vice chancellor is Louise Richardson, the former
executive dean of the Radcliffe Institute at Harvard,
and the first woman to hold that position.
We all know that, until there is a vaccine, the best
way to prevent a new pandemic from spreading is
quarantine, but it’s an imperfect weapon against infection simply because so many people do not abide
by it. Florence Nightingale, the pioneer of professional
nursing, wrote in 1883: “Our only reason now against
enforcing quarantine is not that it is an efficient mode
of breeding disease, but that it cannot be enforced.”
She was correct, of course, as we well know today.
NOT JUST A NURSE
Everyone who knows the name Florence Nightingale thinks instinctively of “the lady with the lamp,” a
devoted nurse, selflessly caring for soldiers and dressing their injuries, tending to the needs of the wounded
throughout the night while campaigning for nurses to
be cleaner and their wards better organized, thereby
controlling the spread of disease germs. This is the
typical impression of a woman’s role. And it is mis-
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leading. Let me introduce you to two remarkable
aspects of her life that shed a very different light on
Nightingale’s contribution to the advancing science of
microbiology. It’s an example of good news and bad
news. First the good.
Nightingale was born in 1820, and although she
is known everywhere as a nurse, more than anything
she was a statistician and an advocate of the pie chart.
She applied mathematical modeling to medicine and
was a pioneer of epidemiology. She once wrote that
she found columns of figures “more enlivening than a
novel.” When an acquaintance said he was sending “a
New Year’s gift in the Shape of Tables of Figures,” she
replied saying that she was “exceedingly anxious to
see your charming Gift, especially those returns showing Deaths, Admissions, Diseases.” A friend observed:
“However exhausted Florence might be, the sight of
long columns of figures was perfectly reviving to her.”
She was a devout Christian, who wrote a penetrating
and philosophical book on theology, Suggestions for
Thought, spanning 830 pages in three volumes. She
had it privately printed in 1860, and it is now available in several reprints, though it was never published
in her lifetime. Nightingale saw mathematics and statistics as the key to reverence: “To understand God’s
thoughts,” she wrote, “we must study statistics, for
these are the measure of His purpose.” Nightingale
also wrote a pioneering feminist novel titled Cassandra, which lamented the diminutive, domestic role to
which women of her time were conventionally confined, showing that their abilities could contribute so
much more to society.
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Until her time, nurses were regarded as ignorant
and lowly, while medical practice was based on superstition and rumor, a blend of fashionable gossip,
ancient tradition, and guesswork. For more than 50
years Nightingale worked, not primarily in the wards,
but at her desk, and it was she who pioneered the concept of evidence-based medicine. She was a founder
of infographics, and at first glance her diagrams look
like something drawn up yesterday. By turning her
crisp pages of data into images, she produced results
that civil servants, politicians, and managers could
find easy to assimilate. This is an aspect of her extraordinarily influential life that we should more widely
appreciate.
So much for the good news; now the bad. Nightingale was slow to accept the germ theory of disease,
and for decades she refused to understand that bacteria caused outbreaks of infections. She closed her letter with these astonishing words: “It is this doctrine of
‘germs’ that has ‘poisoned’ us.” This is the final section of a report she wrote to Thomas Hewlett at the
Presbyterian Hospital School of Nursing at Columbia
University. The date was July 27, 1883. Nightingale
wrote: “The insanity of our doctrines about ‘germs’
and proceedings about cholera is so virulent. Our
whole Indian experience tends to, nay actually proves,
that cholera is not communicable from person to person, that it is a local disease depending on pollution
of buildings, earth, air and water, that quarantines,
cordons, medical inspection and the like are all fatal
aggravations of the disease, that the only preventa142

tives are, first, to remove the healthy troops, healthy
people, from the locality, to put earth, air, and water
and buildings into a healthy state by scavenging, limewashing and all sanitary work.”
In some senses you can sympathize with her beliefs.
For centuries, infectious diseases had been thought to
be spread by a miasma — a kind of infective principle
wafting in the air. The word malaria means, literally,
bad air. By Nightingale’s time, the widespread belief
was that infections were spread by contagion. She
herself designated bacterial infections as a form of fermentation grouped together as zymotic diseases, from
the Greek verb ferment, zumoûn (ζυμοῦν). Our term
“enzyme” derives from the same term. The causative
organism of cholera, Vibrio cholerae, had first been recognized by the Italian anatomist Filippo Pacini in 1854,
when there was an outbreak of cholera in Florence
(coincidentally, this was the city in which Nightingale
had been born and after which she was named). Pacini observed the curved bacteria that cause the illness
in histological preparations of patients who had died
of cholera and reasoned that these bacteria were the
cause of the disease. His account had no effect on the
scientific establishment, which still accepted that infections were due to a contagious fluence. Not until Robert Koch published his experimental evidence in 1883
did the germ theory first begin to gain limited acceptance. Bacterial infections were described by Nightingale, and everyone else, as “zymotic disease” through
the later years of the 19th century, and that Victorian
term last appeared in a paper by Robert Newstead in
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the Annals of Tropical Medicine and Parasitology in 1908.
Was Florence Nightingale merely obtuse in refusing to accept that diseases were contagious through
the transmission of bacteria? Look at the evidence:
she was correct to note that cholera did not pass easily from one person to another. It is, just as she said,
contracted from the surroundings, and her notion that
one needed to put the “environment” (including water) in order, through sterilization and sanitation, was
perfectly correct. Even so, she never fully accepted the
germ theory — yet she died aged 90 in 1910, when my
parents were babies. Acceptance of the germ theory is
not as ancient as we often assume.
STATUS SYMBOLS
Back in Victorian times, light microscopes were
much better understood by the public than they are
today, and were far more popular. Middle-class families had them as desirable status symbols. While leading microscopists William Carpenter, Jabez Hogg,
and E.J. Spitta wrote books for specialist enthusiasts
of that time, it was popular books for the amateur and
hobbyist that drove the popularity of microscopes at
home. Their leading author was an avid microscopist
named Mary Ward. She held wide interests in science,
embracing botany, zoology, and astronomy, before
she was given her first microscope. Ward was born
in County Offaly, Ireland, in 1827 and (like so many
young women of the time) was educated at home. Her
cousin was the Earl of Rosse, William Parsons, who
built the world’s largest telescope in 1845. This was
known as the Leviathan of Parsonstown — a vast device with a six-foot mirror. Nothing larger was built
until the 100-inch (2.5 m) Mount Wilson telescope was
erected in California in 1917. Ward was fascinated by
the telescope, and as well as studying the heavens,
she made several illustrations of the Leviathan that
were used in its reconstruction as a tourist attraction
in 1999. Her cousin’s status also inspired her to adopt
the style of “The Honorable Mrs. Ward” when she presented herself as an author.
Her studies of insects were meticulous, and she
took to using a magnifying glass to reveal the fine details. Her diligence impressed her father, who gave her
a brass bar-limb microscope made by Andrew Ross.
From that moment on she was devoted to what it revealed. After William Parsons was elected president
of the Royal Society in 1848, he often invited Ward to
his London home, where she encountered many of the
most prominent scientists of the age. She used to send
her observations as illustrated letters to childhood

Mary Ward held wide interests in science and published successful
books on popular microscopy for amateurs and hobbyists. She died at
age 42 in the world’s first fatal road-traffic accident.

friends and was encouraged to compile them into a
book, Sketches with the Microscope. Ward had 250 copies printed privately for circulation among her friends
— and one copy was sent to Groombridge & Sons,
a publishing company, who immediately offered to
purchase the copyright and publish the book under
the title, A World of Wonders Revealed by the Microscope
in 1858 (it was reprinted eight times between 1858 and
1880). She also wrote and illustrated other books, including A Windfall for the Microscope and Microscope
Teachings (1864) and several versions of The Microscope
between 1865 and 1876. Each volume has color lithographs of her observations.
There was bad news in Ward’s story, too. William Parsons, 3rd Earl of Rosse, married Mary Field,
and they had 13 children. Their youngest son Charles
invented the steam turbine, and two of the boys designed and built a steam-powered vehicle like a small
steam locomotive with heavy carriage wheels. On
Aug. 31, 1869, the youngsters took Mary Ward and her
husband Henry for a daredevil excursion, and Mary
was thrown off on a bend in the road. A physician was
with her within minutes to find her badly injured and
bleeding from the ears. She died there at the age of
42 and became the first person in history to die in a
road traffic accident. Yet her legacy was unmistakable
— she strove to make the microscope “the companion
to every intelligent family.” It was a laudable aim, the
loss of which in today’s world we can all regret. Her
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The little-known pre-Raphaelite artist Lexden L. Pocock immortalized these enthusiasts with an Andrew Pritchard instrument from
1840 in his painting “The Microscope,” c. 1895.

granddaughter is Lalla Ward, who played Romana in
the BBC television series “Doctor Who.”
For Victorians, the microscope provided an intimate insight into a freshly emerging world of wonder, and it was a device as accessible for women as
much as men, and for youngsters as it was for adults.
Specialist applications of the microscope were increasing, reference collections were becoming popular, and
studies of pollen grains and diatoms were launching
the science of diagnostic microscopy.
PHAEOPHYTES AND PHOTOMICROGRAPHS

In Victorian England, the microscope was as accessible to women
and children as it was to men. This portrait of an enthusiast and
her microscope was captured by award-winning photographer H.P.
Robinson in Leamington, England, around 1890.
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One of the most successful American microscopists was Mary Ann Allard Booth of Longmeadow,
MA. Born in 1843 into a family that was devoted to
science, Booth was unwell for much of her teenage
years and confined to a wheelchair. Her father, who
used to transport her around with him as much as he
could, took her one day to the beach to recuperate,
and there she was befriended by a microscopy enthusiast from Brooklyn, NY, Mary Halliday. Halliday
showed her littoral algae and how they reproduced,
and the young Booth became captivated by the astonishing spectacles that the microscope could reveal.
She was given her first microscope in 1877 and soon
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Mary Ann Allard Booth of Brooklyn became a world-recognized
micrographer, whose slides were in great demand. She was editor of
Practical Microscopy and was also honored in London.

perfected methods of capturing what she observed on
glass photographic plates. Her preparations of pollen
and diatoms became known for their technical perfection, and enthusiasts from around the world sent
her specimens of exotic species. She also studied microscopic parasites and once painstakingly retrieved
17 from a sickly bumblebee she found in her yard.
Booth became a world authority on photomicrography and marketed her reference preparations, eventually producing them in huge numbers. They are
now collectors’ items. She relied on a simple camera
and eschewed technical complexity. She once wrote:
“People have the erroneous idea that costly apparatus
is necessary for scientific work, but it seems to me that
the simpler the tools one can do good work with, the
better.” Booth remained an active microscopist all her
adult life, until she died at the age of 79 while collecting specimens in her garden in 1922.
The fascination that Booth found in the reproductive mechanisms of marine phaeophytes was mirrored
by so many investigators at the end of the 19th century. In 1876, zoologist Oscar Hertwig had painstakingly documented fertilization in sea urchin ova, and
the behavior of chromosomes during cell division had
been observed and carefully described by the German
pioneer of cytogenetics Walter Flemming at Keil University in 1882. Sex determination, however, remained
elusive. It was assumed that some unknown maternal
influence determined the gender of an embryo or perhaps it was due to deep-seated environmental — even
experiential — factors.
This was a subject of crucial importance, and it fell
on Nettie Stevens to draw out the truth. Stevens, born

Young students gather at their microscope shortly before World War II.
James Solliday of the Microscopical Society of Southern California
identifies this instrument as a Bausch and Lomb. Throughout the late
19th century, familiarity with the microscope was considered part of a
rounded education.

in Vermont in 1861, became a schoolteacher instructing in mathematics, English, zoology, physiology, and
Latin after graduating high school in Westford, MA. In
1896, she enrolled at Stanford University, and by 1900
had gained an M.A. in biology. She became fascinated
by histology and spent a year on a scholarship at the
prestigious Stazione Zoologica in Naples, Italy. It retains its reputation for scholarly research; I lectured
there a few years ago and was very impressed by their
facilities. During her time in Italy, Stevens developed
an enduring interest in the cytology of reproduction.
Hertwig had first reported the clarity with which fertilization could be studied in echinoderms, and Stevens became absorbed by observing the phenomenon.
Back in America, she received her Ph.D. from Bryn
Mawr College in Pennsylvania, and then embarked on
an extensive program of microscopical research at the
Carnegie Institution in Washington, D.C. In 1905, she
published her remarkable conclusion that the X and
Y chromosomes determined the sex of an organism.
Because she was a woman, her work was sidelined,
and she was not invited to speak at conferences on
sex determination. When Thomas Hunt Morgan published his influential book The Mechanisms of Mendelian Heredity in 1915, Nettie Stevens was not even men145

tioned. But she continued her groundbreaking work
and was eventually awarded the one position she had
always sought: a full research professorship at Bryn
Mawr. Tragically, she had been diagnosed with breast
cancer and was too ill to take up the post. Stevens
died on May 4, 1912, aged just 50. To mark the 155th
anniversary of her birth on July 7, 2016, Google created
a commemorative doodle that portrayed her observing X and Y chromosomes through her microscope.
Her place in the history of science is now secure.
Women at that time were not encouraged to follow
scientific pursuits, and the microscope offered one of
the few avenues of investigation that were available
to every middle-class individual. We know of Beatrix
Potter as the endearingly imaginative author of the
Peter Rabbit books, but she had an often-overlooked
career as an investigative microscopist. She was born
into a wealthy London family in 1866, the granddaughter of a Member of Parliament, and was educated privately by governesses. Potter was portrayed
by Renée Zellweger in the 2006 movie Miss Potter.
Zellweger’s acting is so very English throughout, and
it is hard to reconcile the Potter role with the actress’s
early years as a sparky Texan cheerleader of a family descended from Swiss nobility. But the character is
wrong. We see the crazy young Beatrix playing wildly
in the countryside, dashing through woodland and
chasing animals. In the evening we find her brother
stabbing an insect with pins, crying: “Die, you little
devil!” while his sister describes him to her governess
as “Vlad the Impaler.”
This diverts attention from the fact that insects
were collected by the young Beatrix. They were not
killed by stabbing, but were euthanized in a glass jar
containing the shredded leaves of the cherry laurel,
Prunus caroliniana, which liberate hydrogen cyanide.
A killing chamber was often made by mixing the
crushed leaves with plaster of Paris, which set solid in
the bottom of a glass jar and emitted a poisonous atmosphere. An insect trapped inside with the lid screwed
on soon died, while the plaster matrix kept the leaves
safe from young hands. The freshly killed insect was
then mounted by being pinned through the thorax to
a board made either of cork, or comprised of white,
dried slices of a bracket fungus. The limbs and wings
could be set carefully into position with a dissecting
needle, and fine, black entomological pins were then
used to hold the appendages in position as the specimen dried. This was a fine skill, and one in which Beatrix Potter excelled. The movie, showing her reduced
to a state of disgust as her brother randomly stabbed
a butterfly, is a crude misrepresentation, which serves
146

Nettie Stevens is the American microscopist who discovered that the
sex of an organism is determined by the X and Y chromosomes. Her
investigations were widely ignored by academics.

only to perpetuate the idea of young women being unsuited to serious science.
POTTER’S FUNGAL SPORES
In fact, Potter was a meticulous observer of nature
who studied entomology and botany assiduously and
carefully identified the species she encountered. She
also collected fossils and was influenced by a Scottish
mycologist, Charles McIntosh. When on holiday in
Perthshire in 1892, McIntosh taught her much about
botany and the principles of taxonomy. He also introduced her to the study of fungi. Potter painted fine
studies of the fruiting bodies, and eventually began to
culture fungi from their spores. She was intrigued by
the processes of spore germination, which she studied
under the microscope, and she compiled a scholarly
paper “On the Germination of the Spores of the Agaricinea” (now the Agaricaceae), which she forwarded
to the Linnean Society of London and which was presented at a meeting on April 1, 1897. It was read and
discussed, though some changes were recommended
before it could be sent for publication. On April 8,
the paper was returned but Potter seems not to have
amended it, and no copy of that manuscript is known
to exist. Two of her faded studies appear in print here
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We know of Beatrix Potter as the author of the Peter Rabbit books,
which she self-published in 1901. She also advanced the cause of
conservation and was an enthusiastic microscopist. She created
these pencil drawings in September 1896, and they have remained
unpublished until now. Both are housed in The Armitt Museum Gallery
Library in Ambleside, which has an extensive Potter archive and is
located in the English Lake District, where Potter lived in her later years.
Top right: This microscopical rendering is labeled Dascycpha
subtilissima; however, Payam Fallah, a mycology instructor for McCrone
Research Institute, believes it shows Cladosporium.
Bottom right: These Penicillium specimens are of classical sporangia
and spore germination, which Potter found near Esthwaite Water, a
little-known lake between Windermere and Coniston Water. The
example second from the left is reminiscent of the study by Westling in
1911 of Penicillium notatum, which Alexander Fleming included in his
book on the discovery of penicillin.

for the first time through the courtesy of the Armitt
Museum Gallery Library at Ambleside, in the heart of
her beloved Lake District. Each has been carefully optimized in Photoshop, restoring the appearance they
would have had when freshly drawn.
Potter was equally intrigued by the remarkable
symbiotic relationship that gave rise to the lichens and

Courtesy of Armitt Museum Gallery Library
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lay, a noted mycologist, chose to illustrate his book
Wayside & Woodland Fungi with many of her studiously
observed illustrations.
STIGMA OF INEQUITY

Transposons, “jumping genes” that move to a new position in the
genome, were discovered by Barbara McClintock at Cornell University
in 1931. James Solliday identifies her microscope as a Bausch & Lomb
GSET binocular.

pioneered the study of the interaction between fungus
and alga from which these curious organisms arise.
Views at the time held that the fungal component of
a lichen was parasitic upon the alga, but Potter seems
to have understood that the symbiotic relationship between the two gave rise to this unique form of life. She
wrote that she had had “the idea of lichens” on Nov.
27, 1896, but nobody would take her seriously.
George Murray, the keeper of botany at the Natural
History Museum, was “very high-handedly contemptuous,” she wrote, and when she visited William Thiselton-Dyer, director of the prestigious Kew Gardens,
he was “dismissive and patronising.” Potter has since
been accepted as a fine painter, who portrayed fungi
much as a Renaissance artist would paint still life. She
was much more than that: her diligence in culturing
fungal spores and her meticulous microscopy deserve
to be celebrated. But at the time, strictures against
women in science were everywhere and, to keep her
findings private, the young Beatrix Potter wrote all her
diary notes in a minuscule code, by substituting each
letter for a symbol, which she could write at speed;
they were not deciphered until 1958. Beatrix Potter is
renowned for her Peter Rabbit books, but she would
have wished to be known as a microscopist and biologist and longed for her studies of fungi to be appreciated. She died in 1943, aged 77, and it was not until
1967 that her wish was finally granted. W.P.K. Find148

The bias against women in science was widspread.
Annie Lorrain Smith was a preeminent lichenologist
and a founding member of the British Mycological
Society in 1896, who worked for much of her life at
the Natural History Museum in London. They did not
permit the employment of women to carry out scientific research and so, although she was permitted to
have laboratory space, she was paid independently by
a benefactor. At that time, the Linnean Society did not
admit women as fellows, indeed they were not even
permitted to attend meetings (Potter’s paper on spore
germination had been read to an all-male audience),
but by 1904 Thomas Stebbing, a distinguished zoologist and a fellow of the society, agreed with those who
thought that it was time to admit female fellows and
to recognize their role in science. He was energetically supported by Marian Farquharson, who studied
pteridophytes and bryophytes with the microscope,
but the Linnean Society — when they were eventually forced to concede the point — had their revenge
by refusing to elect Farquharson as a fellow. Among
the first to be admitted were several microscopists:
Margaret Jane Benson, an authority on fertilization in
fossil plants; Grace Frankland, a microbiologist; and
Emily Berridge, a distinguished bacteriologist. They
were joined by Stebbing’s wife Mary Anne, who was
an eminent botanist and scientific illustrator; she became a fellow in 1905. A large oil painting was commissioned from James Sant to mark the occasion,
titled “The First Admission of Women to the Linnean
Society,” featuring Thomas Stebbing with Mary Anne
standing in the foreground. Their success in campaigning was not liked by the Society, and within a
couple of years the painting had been altered. Thomas
had been painted over, and Mary Anne was replaced
with an empty chair. The censored painting hangs to
this day in the Society’s headquarters in Burlington
House, off London’s Piccadilly.
The fact that women were not admitted to the
Linnean Society until 1904 may seem incongruous to
us now, but the Linnean was the first learned society
in Britain to admit women to membership. Even the
Royal Society would not admit women as fellows until 1945, when Marjory Stevenson, author of Bacterial
Metabolism, and Kathleen Lonsdale, a crystallographer,
became the first to be admitted. In 1997, the Linnean
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Society issued a posthumous apology to the memory
of Beatrix Potter for treating her with such indifference.
A pioneering treatment for Hansen’s disease
(leprosy) was developed by a diligent young chemist, Alice Ball at the University of Hawaii. Her plantbased therapy was the best available until antibiotics.
She died in 1916, aged just 24, and was widely ignored.
Similar sex discrimination hindered one of America’s
greatest cytogeneticists, Barbara McClintock, who was
born in 1902 in Hartford, CT. Independent and willful
as a child, she lived her younger years with an aunt
and uncle in Brooklyn. Her momentous discovery of
genetic transposons stemmed from the crossbreeding experiments with Zea mays, carried out by Rollins
A. Emerson at Cornell University. We are all familiar
with Mendel’s work on genetics and with Flemming’s
observations of chromosomes, but it was the tireless
work of Emerson that rediscovered Mendel’s principles and related them to the chromosomes. And yet,
this all created more problems. Emerson noted the
way maize threw up anomalous color aberrations in
the seeds. He remained perplexed by the manner in
which purple or brown patches occurred on otherwise
white kernels and published a paper on “latent colors”
in corn in 1911. He put it down to unstable mutations,
though he knew this didn’t provide an explanation,
and it was an enduring problem he was unable to solve.
Understanding the mechanism was to prove to be a
major step forward in the progress of genetics.
The paradox was eventually solved at Cornell,
where McClintock was encouraged by Emerson.
She developed the use of carmine as a chromosome
stain and made beautiful preparations of dividing
cell nuclei from the microspore of maize, rather than
studying the growing tip of the root. In 1930, she first
observed crossover linkages between homologous
chromosomes, and in 1931, published the first genetic
map of any plant showing the precise loci of three
genes on chromosome 9 of maize.
McClintock wanted to find a provable explanation for genetic phenomena, and she realized that
Emerson’s “unstable mutations” — though an interesting notion — had no evidence to support it. She
wanted to see the effect on the chromosomes, and so
she carried out the crucial experiment to prove the
point, crossing plants carrying a recessive gene for
brown pigmentation on the seeds with plants bearing a dominant gene coding for white. The result
should be maize plants with exclusively white kernels — but many of the kernels had brown markings.
Genes, which were conventionally viewed like beads
strung on a necklace, had moved. She reasoned that

a breakage had occurred in a chromosome, so that
expression of the dominant white allele was lost.
She had discovered what came to be called “jumping genes” (transposons). McClintock then went on to
observe the dividing of the centromere and described
for the first time its structure and function.
After a visit to Germany in 1933, where she found
the political situation unsettling, McClintock moved
to Missouri to study the cytogenetics of maize after
X-radiation. She observed the formation of ring chromosomes, when the ends of an irradiated chromosome join together, and went on to realize the importance of the telomere at the tips of chromosomes. This
was all extraordinary research, yet she experienced
opposition at every turn. Faculty meetings were often
arranged behind her back to ensure she did not participate. When suitable academic vacancies were circulated, the news was often concealed from her; and she
was not offered the tenure that her research had warranted. She was not always invited to speak at conferences, and when she did turn up her research was
greeted with skepticism. The attitude appeared to be
that, as a woman, she could not be expected to make
the great breakthroughs in science. In truth, it seems
to me that those listening to her speak were simply
not bright enough to follow the coruscating intensity
of her reasoning and did not grasp the significance of
her microscopical findings.
Her recognition of transposable genetic elements
(transposons) has bequeathed to us a vital legacy, and
her recognition that gene expression underpinned inheritance is a cornerstone of our present-day understanding. It was her meticulous microscopical observations, and her ability to interpret what she observed,
that underpinned all this work. McClintock’s remarkable ability to interpret those intricate images of
chromosomes — with details approaching the limits
of resolution of the light microscope — have rarely
been equaled. Not until 1983 was she awarded the
Nobel Prize.
TEACHERS AND INNOVATORS
When the British cytologist Irene Manton saw
preparations of cells from McClintock’s research in
the 1930s, she resolved to investigate further. I first
encountered Manton’s research when I was at school.
At the University of Leeds, England, she pioneered
the use of the electron microscope in the field of cytology — and some of her publications were prescient.
In 1950, she had published a major book Problems of
Cytology and Evolution in the Pteridophyta, which I later
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found fascinating. My school thesis in botany at the
age of 18 was on Osmunda regalis (www.brianjford.
com/56-osmunda.pdf) and Manton’s research on this
species held me spellbound. Although she confined
herself to pteridophytes, many of her observations had
far broader implications. She first published photomicrographs of spiral chromosomes in Osmunda in 1936,
and in 1951 was publishing correlated light and electron micrographs of chromosome ultrastructure in Nature. In her later years we became closely acquainted;
she hated photographs of herself and would present
me with reprints only after she had stuck paper tape to
obscure the author’s picture. The breadth of her interests was extraordinary; she told me that she had corresponded at length with physicist Erwin Schrödinger
on chromosomes and their phylogenetical significance.
When I was embarking on the investigation of
the Leeuwenhoek specimens with the electron microscope, my tireless technician was Carole Winters,
who drove the instrument with the precision of an
airline pilot. At Cambridge, my deeper knowledge of
the scanning electron microscopes came from Debbie
Stokes, a brilliant physicist, whose department head
was Athene Donald, now a member of the House of
Lords. When I was on Council at the Institute of Biology, and at the Linnean Society, one looked around
committee gatherings to see almost only men (though
more than 50% of the natural sciences undergraduates in the universities were women). At a present-day
microscopical meeting, Inter/Micro in Chicago, half
the delegates are women. Anyone who has attended
the Inter/Micro conferences or studied microscopy at
McCrone Research Institute (the publisher of this journal) know how much we all owe to Lucy B. McCrone,
a key figure in American microscopy, who was the
co-founder of the McCrone Institute and co-author of
the course manual Polarized Light Microscopy, widely
regarded as the “PLM Bible.”
Top document analyst Pearl Tytell used the microscope to study paper, ink, and handwriting in detecting fraud and forgery. Attorneys said she was an exceptional witness who dominated the courtroom and
enthralled a jury. She died recently at age 104.
Women weren’t just leading observational microscopists. The hot stage microscope was created by
women. It was an important development. Polymorphic transformation, melting point and recrystallization, phase change, sublimation and thermal decomposition are among the properties and processes that
the hot stage allows us to study. It first emerged in
1936, from a design by an Austrian mineralogist, 150.
Her ideas were improved upon when she cooperated
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Mary Somerville, a mathematician, wrote a definitive book on
microscopes, Molecular and Microscopic Science (1869), and is
commemorated by Somerville College at Oxford University. She was
the first person ever to be called a “scientist.”

with Maria Kuhnert-Brandstätter who developed the
technique to include infrared and ultraviolet spectroscopy. Hot stage microscopy has since become a routine procedure in analytical microscopy.
One eminent mathematician, Mary Somerville,
was also an experienced microscopist. Among her
greatest books is the two-volume Molecular and Microscopic Science, published in London in 1869. She was a
superb writer, and in 1834 had published a book that
united the understanding of the sciences, under the
title Connexion of the Physical Sciences. It was vivid, captivating, and hugely popular, running to 10 editions
in Britain alone, and it quickly became a bestseller in
the U.S. It was reviewed by William Whewell in the
Quarterly Review. At that time — less than two centuries ago — science as we know it hardly existed, and
its practitioners were universally known as “men of
science.” Whewell felt he couldn’t describe Somerville
in such terms, and so he coined a new word for this
wide-ranging woman microscopist, which appeared
in print for the first time in his review. The new term
that he decided to adopt is known to everyone today: “scientist.” So the first person in the world to be
known formally as a scientist was a microscopist.
And, a woman.
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